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Abstract
This research reported the analytical model and experiment of air-water Heat Pipe
Heat Exchanger (HPHE). HPHE comprised of 13 vertical-staggered heat pipes 12.7
mm stainless steel heat pipe 320 mm in length and stainless steel-plate fins 2 mm
in thickness. Ethanol-charged HPHE contained the screen wick had an evaporation
of 150 mm, a condensation of 150 mm and adiabatic of 20 mm. HPHE was analyzed
the counter flow effect of temperature for inlet hot air, 100-140°C, and mass flow
rates, 180 and 230 LPM, with constant water’s temperature, 30°C, and flowrate
ranges, 0.25 to 0.75 LPM. MATLAB simulated the temperature for outlet water,
the heat transfer rate and thermal effectiveness differed from the experiment results
within 4.00%, 15.13% and 12.66% respectively. Finally, the temperature for inlet
hot air 140°C and AHCR:WHCR = 0.22 gave the best at 45.90°C. In contrast,
AHCR:WHCR = 0.06 gave the best thermal effectiveness 0.91.
Keywords: Heat pipe heat exchanger, Thermal recovery applications, Heat transfer
rate, Screen wick, Ethanol

1 Introduction
Heat Pipe Heat Exchanger (HPHE) is one of applications recovering thermal
from a hot stream fluid to a cold stream fluid. HPHE consists of the evaporation
zone, adiabatic zone and condensation zone. Heat source transferred to each heat
pipe boils the working fluid that changes the phase from liquid to vapor going up
to the top. Then it releases the heat to cold stream fluid at the condensation zone.
The working fluid condenses to liquid phase flowing via the wick and to the evaporator
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zone to be heated again [1] as shown in figure 1. HPHE are applied many of systems
in which a hot stream fluid and a cold stream are not be mixed such as economizer
in boiler, cooling device in CPU, heat exchanger device in air-conditioning and heat
recovery in engine etc. There are many of studying on the HPHE in Laboratory. For
instance, the theoretical model for water-charged HPHE provided in an air to water
was investigated with the experimental results in the heat transfer rates and the
effectiveness [2]. Next, the mathematic models for sodium-charged HPHE were
created to predict the thermal performance with the high temperatures for inlet hot
air and the low temperatures for inlet water [3] as well as the steel HPHE was
investigated with experiment results in case of hot air exchanging the temperatures
with a constant flowrate for cool water. [4]. Some researches focused on air
conditioning system, the calculation program was established to predict the heat
recovery values respecting the inlet ambient air in the air compressor 1 kg/TR. [5].
Furthermore, HPHE also applied to vehicles [6]. And, it also was in the form of
thermoelectric generators by which can reduce fuels and emissions [7]. For the
refrigeration system, there was the HPHE used R134a as the working fluid to reduce
moisture for the inlet air [8]. And, using HFC134a and HFO1234ze (E) as the
working fluid for the air conditioning system [9]. Moreover, there was the heat
recovery of an exhaust gas to exchange with a cold water in the pasteurized dairy
process [10]. In addition, there were the researches of heat transfer mechanism
inside the heat pipe. Screen wick in heat pipe tested to know the phenomenon was
provided the mathematic models to predict the dry out limit [11] as well as screen
wick was tested the maximum heat transfer rates [12].

Figure 1 shows the thermal cycle in heat pipe
Regarding the above literature review, this research are reported the
experimental and theoretical investigation of a 13-staggered HPHE. The ethanolcharged HPHE are vertical stainless steel with plate fins. HPHE operating with inlet
hot air at evaporation zone exchanges with inlet water. The analytical models are
investigated with the experimental results. This research is expected to obtain the
information to develop the HPHE’s design further.
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2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Governing equations of HPHE
The average heat transfer coefficient of HPHE is very importance for hot air
and water flowing via the heat pipes bank [13]. As the HPHE is placed with the
staggered arrangement as shown in figure 2. Firstly, the maximum Reynold number
is the function of maximum velocity, diameter, dynamic viscosity and density. The
maximum velocity is the flowing fluid via the smallest channel between two heat
pipes at the same row [14], [15]. Thus, The Nusselt number is generally a function
of the maximum Reynolds number, Remax , the Prandtl number, Pr . Diameter of
heat pipe, d , the transverse distance between two consecutive tubes, ST , and the
longitudinal distance between two consecutive tubes, S L . Then Nusselt number
can be expressed by equation 1
Nu HPHE 
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Where n is the number of heat pipe rows and f A which is the arrangement factor
[16]. Therefore, the mean heat transfer coefficient can be obtained by equation 2
h

Nu HPHE k
d

(2)

Where k is the thermal conductivity of material. Furthermore, HPHE is also
installed the plate fins to increase the surface area. Then the overall surface
efficiency ηo for a plate fin concerned about the hexagonal fin lay out as shown
in figure 2 can be defined by equation 3 [17].
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Where the ST is the transverse distance between two consecutive tubes, the N fin is
the number of plate fin, the Afin is the surface area of plate fin, the AHPHE is the
surface area of HPHE, and δ is the plate fin’s thickness.
The heat transfer of heat pipe contains the thermal conductivity at the wall and
screen wick. The screen wick’s thermal conductivity, kl - wick , can be determined by
equation 4 [18] and [19].
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Figure 2 Schematic of staggered HPHE and plate fins

kl -wick 

kl [(2kl  k wick )  (1   )(k l  k wick )]
(k l  k wick )  (1   )(k l  k wick )

(4)

Where kl , kwick and  is the working fluid’s thermal conductivity at liquid state,
the material’s thermal conductivity and the screen wick porosity respectively.
Where porosity of the screen wick which is the function of wick diameter, d wick , and
layer of wick, ς , can be calculated by   1 1.05dwick ς [18]. In the thermal
analysis need to evaluate the overall heat transfer coefficient, U . Then it can be
expressed by equation 5 [20]
U

1


  Rn  AHPHE
 n1 

(5)

n 8

Where Rn is combination of the thermal resistance as shown in figure 2. Finally,
the heat transfer rates can be determined by equation 6

q  UAHPHE T

(6)

The flow across the staggered arrangement heat pipes, the surface temperatures of
heat pipe of evaporation and condensation zone are uniformed. Thus the log mean
temperature different can be estimated by equation 7
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Where the Tin and Tout is the inlet and outlet temperature of fluids. And, the ρ f is
the density of fluid. Next, the Y and Z is the high and with of channel for evaporation
zone and condensation zone respectively. The Z fin is the fin’s width and c p, f is
the heat capacity of fluid. For the thermal effectiveness of the HPHE that can be
determined by equation 8
ε

Ch (Th ,in  Th ,o ut ) Cc (Tc ,out  Tc ,in )

Cmin (Th ,in  Tc ,in ) Cmin (Th ,in  Tc ,in )

Where the Ch is the hot air heat capacity rates, and the

(8)

C c is

water heat capacity

rate. Then, the Cmin is minimum fluid heat capacity rate.
2.2 Computational procedure
For the hypothesis of the governing equations, the hot air and water was
assumed to be incompressible with constant property and its flow was in steady
state condition. Moreover, these were not considered in kinematic energy, potential
energy, thermal resistance occurring at the vapor-liquid interface, axial thermal
resistance of wick and solid wall as well as uniform surface temperature of the heat
pipes. Regarding the calculation by MATLAB. In order to input the parameters, the
physical of HPHE and the properties of fluids as well as the working fluid must be
put. Next, the temperatures for inlet hot air and inlet water are then put as well in
order to calculate all of thermal resistance as equation 5, but the thermal resistance
occurring at the vapor-liquid interface was not computed in this step. Then, the heat
transfer rate was guessed to compute the thermal resistance occurring at the vaporliquid interface that was combined with the other thermal resistances. The heat
transfer rate was iterated through computer program until its consistency, ≤ 0.001.
After that, heat transfer rate was conducted to calculate the surface temperature both
evaporation zone and condensation zone. Due to the staggered arrangement, the odd
row and even row of surface area were different. Thus, the mathematic codes of
temperature for both of outlet hot air and outlet water defined the conditions must
be concerned until the complete rows were computed the outlet temperature for hot
air and water. As the figure 3, the effectiveness could be determined.
2.3 Experiment apparatus and Experimentation
The main equipment of apparatus comprised of a HPHE, a hot air blower
heater, a water basin, a cold water pump, a water Rota meter, anemometer and a
data collecting system, etc. In case of the counter-flow HPHE, hot air entered to the
evaporation zone and cold water entered to the condensation zone. The ethanolcharged HPHE comprised of 13 vertical-staggered heat pipes 12.7 mm stainless
steel heat pipe 320 mm in length and stainless steel-plate fins 2 mm in thickness.
Each of heat pipe which charged ethanol as working was contained the screen wick
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and had an evaporation zone of 150 mm, a condensation zone of 150 mm and
adiabatic zone of 20 mm. Moreover, each of heat pipe contained screen mesh,
stainless steel no.100. Hot air generated the high temperature by air blower heater,
Leister - model: 142.609, flowed via the evaporation zone. And, air velocity was
measured by a digital anemometer. Water was transferred by pump with constant
temperature from water basin via condensation zone. The temperatures measured
by thermocouples K-type were recorded by data collecting system transferred to
computer with Primus program as shown in figure 4.

Figure 3 shows the Flow chart of numerical simulation
For the experiment of HPHE, The inlet hot air set the temperature at 100 to
130˚C entered with flowrate 180 and 230 LPM. For the inlet water set the constant
temperature 30.0±2.0˚C entered with flowrate 0.25 to 0.75 LPM. The
thermodynamic properties of hot air is different from that of water. For the hot air,
the density is 0.850 kg/m3 and the isobaric specific heat capacity is 1.013 kJ/(kg
K). For the water, the density is 990 kg/m3 and the isobaric specific heat capacity
is 4.179 kJ/(kg.K). All data were calculated for the outlet temperature for fluids,
heat transfer rates and effectiveness with thermodynamics and heat transfer
principles. This experiment was tested at the ES-MVC Center, Science and
Technology Research Institute, King Mongkut’s University of Technology North
Bangkok, Thailand as figure 4.
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Figure 4 shows the schematic view of the HPHE and Photos

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Verifying the analytical models
Before analytical model was investigated with experiments, it was verified
with H. Zare Aliabadi’s results. Especially, in the conditions that the temperature
for inlet hot air at 125°C and for inlet water at 17°C and the hot air heat capacity
rates to water heat capacity rates (AHCR:WHCR) was the range 0.420 to 1.266.
The analytical model results for outlet temperatures were reported as follows; the
outlet temperatures for hot air were likely to the same trend as verified research,
when the AHCR:WHCR and the temperatures for inlet hot air were increased, the
temperatures for outlet hot air increased as well. The lowest-outlet temperature was
the AHCR:WHCR = 0.42 but the highest-outlet temperature was the
AHCR:WHCR = 1.266. From the verification results showed that the analytical
model was lower than the simulations average 3.70%, and was higher than the
experiments average 3.04%. Next, the heat transfer rates showed the trend that was
similar to the verified research when the AHCR:WHCR was increased, the heat
transfer rate increased every temperature for inlet hot air as well. As the matter of
fact, the results of analytical models showed the range from 12,917 to 23,511 Watt.
Then, the analytical model results were higher than the simulations average 5.38%
as well as the experiments average 7.89%. As shown in the figure 5, the
effectiveness was similar to verified results. When the AHCR:WHCR = 1 . 0 , the
thermal effectiveness was the lowest at 0.4 2 . In contrast, the AHCR:WHCR > 1.0
carried out the rising thermal effectiveness up again. Thus, the analytical model was
lower than the simulations average 5 . 6 6 % , and was higher than the experiments
average 8 . 2 0 % . After verification, the staggered arrangement was more thermal
effectiveness than the in-line arrangement. Finally, the analytical model could be
applied to other materials, and other conditions appropriately.
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3.2 Temperature for outlet water
In case of the temperature for outlet water, the experiment results showed in
figure 6. The temperatures for inlet hot air 100 to 140°C and the AHCR:WHCR
ranges 0.06 to 0.22 had the temperature for outlet water 34.00 to 45.90°C. Thus, the
temperature for inlet hot air 140°C and AHCR:WHCR = 0.22 gave the best at
45.90°C. Moreover, the error of analytical model was less than the experiment
results average 4% as shown a couple temperatures for inlet hot air in figure 6.

Figure 5. shows the verified thermal
effectiveness

Figure 6. shows the comparison of
simulation and experiment

3.3 Heat transfer rates
Regarding the analytical model and experiment investigation. Considering the
heat transfer rate of water, the experiment results showed in figure 7. The
temperatures for inlet hot air 100 to 140°C and the AHCR:WHCR ranges 0 . 06 to
0.22 had the heat transfer rates 142.78 to 308.20 W. Thus, the temperature for inlet
hot air 140°C and AHCR:WHCR = 0.06 gave the best heat transfer rate at
308.20 W. Moreover, the analytical model was higher than the experiment results
average 15.13% as shown a couple temperatures for inlet hot air in figure 8.

Figure 7. shows the heat transfer rates
varying temperature for inlet hot air
and AHCR:WHCR

Figure 8. shows the comparison
between simulation and experiment
varying temperature
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3.4 Thermal Effectiveness
For the effectiveness investigation, the experiment results showed in figure 9.
The temperatures for inlet hot air 100 to 140°C and the AHCR:WHCR ranges 0.06
to 0.22 had the thermal effectiveness 0.54 to 0.91. Thus, the temperature for inlet
hot air 140°C and AHCR:WHCR = 0.06 gave the best thermal effectiveness 0.91.
Moreover, the analytical model was higher than the experiment results average
12.66% as shown a couple temperatures for inlet hot air in figure 10.

Figure 9. shows the thermal
effectiveness varying temperature for
inlet hot air and AHCR:WHCR

Figure 10. shows the comparison
between simulation and experiment at
inlet hot air temp. 130 and 140°C

4. Conclusions
This report indicated the ethanol-charged HPHE concerning the temperature for
outlet water, heat transfer rate and thermal effectiveness. The HPHE was
experimentally tested to investigate the analytical model which closed to the
verified research in temperature distributions, heat transfer rate and thermal
effectiveness less than 10%. Furthermore, the analytical model compared with
experiment results could be explicated the conclusions as follows:

Temperature for outlet water, the temperature for inlet hot air 140°C and
AHCR:WHCR = 0.22 gave the best at 45.90°C. And, the error of analytical
model was less than the experiment results average 4%

Heat transfer rates, the temperature for inlet hot air 140°C and AHCR:WHCR
= 0.06 gave the best heat transfer rate at 308.20W. And, the analytical model
was higher than the experiment results average 15.13%

Thermal effectiveness, the temperature for inlet hot air 140°C and
AHCR:WHCR = 0.06 gave the best thermal effectiveness 0.91. And, the
analytical model was higher than the experiment results average 12.66%
Thus, this analytical model can be applied to design the HPHE in further.
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